Mixed Reality (MR) is a technique to represent scenes which make virtual objects exist in the real world. MR is different from Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). For example, in MR scenes, a user can put a virtual Computer Graphics (CG) object on a desk of the real world. The virtual object can interact with the real desk physically, and the user can see the virtual object from every direction. However, MR only uses position and shape information of real world objects. Therefore, we present a new MR scene generator considering real world objects' physical characteristics such as friction, repulsion and so on, by using material recognition based on a deep neural network.
INTRODUCTION
Mixed Reality (MR) has attracted more and more attention. That is a new technique which extends Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR), but different from them. MR can show very interesting representation which mixes virtual objects and real space. For example, if you put a virtual apple Computer Graphics (CG) model on a desk of the real space, the virtual apple has physical interaction with the desk of the reality and then has been set on the top of the desk. Additionally, you can see the virtual apple from all directions. When there is another real object on the desk of the real space and the virtual apple is moved to behind the real object, the part of the apple will be hidden by the real another object. Thus MR constructs the world that makes virtual objects can interact with real objects.
However, the current MR only uses the position and shape information of the virtual and real objects. Therefore the interaction between virtual objects and real objects is only collision of a constant pattern. From this consideration, we propose a new method for MR which can represent more realistic interaction between virtual objects and real objects. Specifically, our method recognizes materials of the real world objects, estimates their physical characteristics, such as friction and repulsion, and builds MR scene which the characteristics are reflected on. For example, imagine a situation where a bouncy ball is dropped on a sofa. It is thought that the ball dropped on the sofa does not bounce much due to the influence of the cushion, and it can not roll so long time, because it will stop immediately by friction with the fabric. If this is done with existing MR using a virtual bouncy ball, it will show the same movement of jumping and rolling regardless of falling on a sofa or on a floor. A sofa is soft and easy to absorb shocks and a floor is hard, however generic MR does not consider such physical characteristics of the real objects. Contrary to this, our new MR scene generator considers friction, repulsion and contact sound of the real world objects. This method recognizes the real world objects' materials, estimates thier physical characteristics and reflects the information into the MR scene, so that realize more realistic interaction between virtual and real objects.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the chapter 2, we describe related works. Chapter 3 shows our method overview. After that, we explain the detailed algorithms in chapter 4. Chapter 5 shows a brief demonstration of our MR scene generator, and chapter 6 shows experiments of the material recognition that is an important function of our method. Finally, we conclude this paper in chapter 8.
RELATED WORKS
There are several studies that make virtual objects appear more realistically in MR scenes.
For example, Kakuda (Kakuta et al., 2008) uses the MR technology to restore cultural properties. Their method generates shadow images of virtual objects in real time based on the light source distribution in the sky. That can make appropriate shadowing and improve the reality of virtual objects. Inaba (Inaba et al., 2012) realized robust feature point matching against luminance changes for natural position alignment of virtual objects overlaying on the real world.
As described above, although there are many studies to make natural looks of virtual objects for MR, we can not see so many researches for natural interaction between virtual objects and real objects, that considers the physical characteristics of the material of real objects.
METHOD
In this research, material recognition is a key function. That is based on the image recognition using deep learning, and repulsion and friction are estimated. At first, color image is acquired by a device having a built-in depth sensor. We used Kinect v2 1 as the sensor. Object detection and recognition are executed against the image by deep neural network. Additional to this, transparent 3D meshes of the detected objects are built from their point clouds simultaneously. Next, each detected object's material, such as metal, wood, fabric and so on, are classified by deep learning, and physical characteristics corresponding to the material will be added into their 3D meshes. After that, all of the 3D meshes which include physical characteristics are merged and overlay on the real world image. Inside of this scene, virtual objects will be affected by the physical characteristics of the 3D meshes, and more realistic representation is possible. We can make a virtual ball's bound motion and contact sound change by the recognized material of a floor where the ball dropped on.
Note that, the physical characteristics are not strictly calculated in this research. They are led from common sense. For example, in the case of fabric, it is "soft" and "rough", and in the case of metal, it is "hard" and "slippery" in general. The definitions are made in advance and added into the 3D meshes. 3D meshes corresponding to the objects, and adding material information to the 3D meshes. This section gives a detailed explanation of these processes.
SYSTEM FLOW

Object Detection
First, our system acquires a color image and a depth image from the Kinect sensor. The color image is aligned to the depth image. From the color image, real world objects are detected by a deep neural network. We used YOLO (Redmon et al., 2015) , which is an object detection and recognition framework based on deep neural network algorithms. Figure 2 shows a sample result of the object detection and recognition that shows names and areas of the objects. This result is used for the material recognition and the 3D mesh generation thereafter. Since this research places importance on what kind of material the detected objects are made up, it does not need perfect accuracy of the object recognition. Only objects' areas are critical information, and mis-recognition is no problem. Figure 2 shows an example of mis-recognition. The "pencase" is recognized as a "book", but their areas are correctly detected so that the image clips of the objects can be extracted for the material recognition.
Material Recognition
After the object detection, material recognition follows. For the recognition, material image clips are extracted as separate images from the color image, based on the areas of the objects acquired in the section 4.1 During this image extraction, the system crops 10% of the top, bottom, left, and right pixels of the object area so that only its main material image remains.
Next, material recognition is performed on each trimmed image by deep learning. We used Caffe as a framework of deep learning and used GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2014) as a model of deep neural network. Learning data is image collection that shows typical features of the materials. We collected the images from Web. Figure 3 shows example images of the learning data. 
Point Cloud Modification and 3D Mesh Construction
3D mesh Construction is performed concurrently with the process of the section 4.2. As preparation for the 3D mesh construction, point clouds are built from the depth image based on the areas of the detected objects. However, there may be a case where the point clouds of different objects partially overlap as shown in Figure 4 Figure 4 is a overlapping example. When the point cloud of the "table" is built, the cloud includes point clouds of the "pen" and the "cup", they are noise for the "table" and should be scraped off. We used kdtree (Indyk et al., 1997) to remove them. Figure 5 shows the overlapping objects whose point clouds are included into the point cloud of the "table". We extract their overlapping points from the point cloud of the "table" by the kdtree search and Figure 4 : Overlapping of the point clouds.
Point clouds of the "cup" and the "pencase". They should be removed from the point cloud of the "table". remove the points. The remaining points are correct points of the "table". Figure 6 shows the result, which is clearly removed the overlapping objects' points. 3D meshes are constructed from such clean point clouds.
Adding Material Information into the 3D Meshes
The information of the materials obtained in the section 4.2 is associated with individual meshes to create a MR scene which makes virtual objects physically interact with real objects. The scene generated here is not a mere collision detection, but is a scene added with physical characteristics such as a friction coefficient according to the real world. In this research, friction and repulsion coefficient and contact sound are selected as additional attributes to give to the 3D meshes. These attributes were registered in advance and stored in a database for typical materials such as wood, metal, fabric and plastic. By the process of the section 4.2 and 4.3, the 3D meshes already have been added with the names of what materials they consist of. The coefficients of the corresponding object are retrieved from the abovementioned database and given to its mesh to generate a MR scene. Figure 7 shows a state of bouncing when a virtual rubber ball is dropped on a generated 3D mesh with physical characteristics. The red, green, blue and yellow points have physical characteristics of "metal", "plastic", "fabric" and "wood" respectively.
DEMONSTRATION
It can be seen that the "table" made of wood properly rebounds the ball upward highly. On the other hand, in the case of "chair" whose surface is fabric, the ball can not rebounce highly. Although we cannot represent in this paper, the contact sound is changed according to the materials appropriately. This is success case of constructing more realistic MR scene than the existing MR. The success ratio depends on the material recognition and it was preferable result. We show that in the next chapter.
Virtual bouncy ball
The ball
Figure 7: Demonstration. (Yellow points and blue points are recognized as "wood" and "fabric" respectively).
EXPERIMENTS
Method and Environment
The purpose of the experiment is to confirm whether the object detection and the material recognition are properly performed. For this, we prepared some objects whose main materials can be classified into 4 kinds and arranged the objects randomly, and processing is performed in the order of object detection and material recognition to confirm their accuracy. We selected "fabric", "metal", "plastic" and "wood" as the target materials. This series of the object detection and material recognition is regarded as one set, and 30 trials were conducted. We changed the kind and number of the objects, and rearrange the objects' positions, to make all situations of the trials become different.
Note that, since the system is supposed to be used indoors, all experiments were conducted indoors, and Kinect sensor looks at the target object from a certain distance as shown in Figure 8 . The configuration of Figure 8 is based on the assumption of a situation where a MR user who wears a head mounted display and sits on a chair looks at the objects on the table.
The objects prepared for the experiment are 15 categories that are shown in Figure 9 , and sample situations of the experiment are shown in Figure 10 . We checked a success count of the object detection and the material recognition for each object on the all trials, and calculated their success ratio. The success ratio of the object detection is calculated by the following equation.
Where Success od is the succes ratio of the object detection, O detected is the count of detected objects and O total is the count of objects located on the situations. O detected and O total are summation over the 30 trials. The success ratio of the material recognition is calculated by the following equation.
Where Success mr is the succes ratio of the material recognition and M recognized is the success count of the material recognition. M recognized is summation as well as O detected . Specifications of a computer used for this experiment are shown in the Table 1. 
Results
According to the Table 2 , 3 and 4, the overall succes ratio of the object detection and the material recognition was 81% and 89% respectively. 
Item Ratio
Success od 81% Success mr 89% 
DISCUSSION
Object Detection
The succes ratio of the object detection was 81%. Figure 11 shows an example shot of a object detection failure. The "cutting board" can not be detected, because of occlusion. We have to consider more robust algorithms against the occlusion. Figure 11 : Object detection failure.
Material Recognition
The succes ratio of the material recognition was 89% and was preferable result. As shown in the Table 4 , "wood" and "metal" was good result. "Wood" materials has grain and "metal" materials has specular highlight. It is supposed that such appearances became strong features which can distinguish them from other materials. "Fabric" was moderate result also. We estimate that its rough surface became a good feature of the "fabric" materials. On the other hand, "plastic" was very hard to recognize. "Plastic" materials have specular highlight like as the "metal". We corrected learning samples of the "plastic" while focuesd on such specular highlight. However, object image clips extracted by the object detection, did not have enough specular highlight. This may be improved by more appropriate selection of learning samples.
From the aspect of object location, overlapping of objects dropped the success ratio. For example, when some objects, which are composed of the "metal", "fabric" and so on, were put on a "table" whose surface is "plastic", the material of the "table" was not classified successfully. This is a natural result, and we have to use pixel level image segmentation to solve this problem.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a method to represent interactions between virtual objects and real objects in MR scene more realistically than conventional MR technologies by the material recognition of objects in the real space. At first, RGB-D camera grabs a color image and a depth image. From the color image, our system detects objects to get the positions of objects in the real space. Then, material recognition using deep learning is performed over the objects' image clips, and 3D meshes of the detected objects are constructed. After that, the results of the material recognition is reflected to each corresponding object's 3D mesh. Physical characteristics, such as friction and repulsion coefficient and contact sound, are added into the 3D meshes during the process. By overlaying the 3D meshes on the real world image, we can get more realistic MR scene where not only the virtual objects can interact with real objects, but also the motion of the virtual objects changes by difference of materials of the real objects. Our method will be applicable to realize more realistic MR world which can be used to many fields, such as sports with virtual balls, simulation with virtual objects, and so on.
Currently, our method only recognizes the kind of materials, and it does not consider how the material is processed. For example, metal has been assumed to be smooth on the surface, but some of them have been rough machined. Similarly, varnished wood products may have a smooth surface, but rough wooden objects also exist. It is thought that more natural expression becomes possible by considering not only the material but also how its surface is processed. Additionally, we have to consider pixel level object recognition. We used YOLO for ojbect recognition, and it caluculates object's bounding box. The bounding box always includes other objects and it will affect material recognition. We focuse on such points and continue to improve our method.
